The synergistic effects of SV40 and BUdR on induction of gene mutations and chromosomal aberrations in Chinese hamster cells.
The induction of chromosomal aberrations and gene mutations was studied in Chinese hamster cells after separate and combined treatment with BUdR and SV40. Separate treatment of cells with BUdR or virus infection increased the yield of chromosomal aberrations and reversions from glutamine requirement, expressed at 40 degrees C (a ts mutant), to prototrophy. The combined effect of the incorporation of BUdR into one DNA strand, and a subsequent infection by SV40 was additive as regards the percentage of aberrant metaphases. The integration of the analogue into both DNA strands followed by SV40 treatment resulted in a statistically significant increase in the frequency of aberration carrying metaphases, as compared with the frequency expected if the two agents had acted additively. The same phenomenon was detected when the frequency of reversions to glutamine independence was studied. Hence, the effect of the joint treatment by BUdR incorporated into both DNA strands and SV40 was synergistic. This is known to characterize the effect of BUdR on virus-induced transformation. Therefore, obviously the agent that enhances the malignant transformation of cells by the virus similarly modifies its mutagenic activity. The results obtained are presumed to confirm the previously advanced hypothesis that the same events following infection might control both the integration of viral DNA into the host-cell chromosome (and hence cell transformation) and virus-induced mutagenesis. The role of repair processes in the synergistic effect of BUdR and SV40 in the yield of reversions to glutamine independence is discussed.